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The present invention has to do with locking 

devices of general application and more particu 
larly relates to a functionally and structurally 
improved locking device having a slotted casing 
through which latch means may be extended for 
locking purposes upon actuating a key receiv 
ing barrel. In several‘ aspects the locking de 
vice in accordance‘ with the invention compre 
hends certain improvements although not exclu 
sively upon the locking embodiment for reducing 
the range of selections on an impulse transmit 
ting rotary dial of a telephone, which embodi 
ment is disclosed in an application Serial No. 
606,896 ?led April 22, 1932, Patent No. 1,984,089, 
Dec. 11, 1934, a'nd_in,which a jacket with a de-. 
pending member is advantageously utilized to 
preclude e?ective rotary displacement thereof 

' about its respective vertical axis during the ma 
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nipulation of the key receiving barrel prior to 
obtaining the full range of selections on the dial, 
Although the invention is not limited to being 
merely an improvement upon the‘locking embodi 
ment as disclosed in said application, in certain 
aspects it is ‘an object of the present invention 
to provide a locking device particularly adapted 
to cut down the range of selections on the im 
pulse transmitting rotary dial which for this 
purpose may be quickly attached. within a fin 
ger opening thereof and which embodies suit 
able means for carrying an emergency dupli 
catedkey needed in cases where the locking de 
vice is fastened to the dial to prevent unauthor 
ized use of the telephone for outgoing calls and 
where it becomes necessary that it be quickly 
removed to establish the full range of selections 
on the dial for calling a desired station. A 
broader objectv however comprehends the pro 
vision of a locking device in which the key re 
ceiving member or barrel includes one or more 
pivotally disposed ?ngers or latch means adapt 
ed to be swung within the limits of the casing 
if extended therefrom or‘ extend the latch means 
as to overhang a. portion of the casing, if within 
the limits thereof upon the manipulation of the 
key receiving member. ' 
In another aspect of the invention the locking 

device may be utilized to lock slideable recep 
tacles, as in bureaus, desks, tables, safe deposit 
boxes etc., which device for this purpose is se 
cured in a relatively small opening in a wall of 
the receptacle and which may be operated to 
effect locking action upon actuating its key re 
ceiving barrel for swinging a single latch mem 
ber into a recess of an adjacent wall above the 
receptacle but independent thereof. 

Other objects, advantages and features are in 
part obvious and in part pointed out hereinafter 
and the invention aims further as above inti 
mated, to improve generally‘and enhance the 
utility of the locking device of the-types herein 
tofore alluded’ to and hereinafter more speci 
?cially described. 
The invention accordingly comprises the fea 

tures of construction, combination of elements, 
arrangement of parts which will be exempli?ed 
in the constructionhereinafter set forth and the 
scope of the application thereof will be indi 
cated in the appended claims. 
The present-invention will be best understood 

from the following discussion of several typi 
cal structural embodiments, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawing in which: 

Fig._1 illustrates in perspective one form of 
locking device applied to a ?nger pull opening 
of a dial associated with an automatic telephone. 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view partly in section 
of the locking device which is illustrated as 
mounted within an opening of the vdial ring. 

_ Fig. 3 is a view in perspective of the locking 
device showing an emergency key carried by its 
shell or casing and the parent key disposed in 
the key receiving member or barrel prior to 
turning the latter for extending the latch means. 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the locking de 
vice taken along the line>4--4 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 is a section taken along the line 5-—5 
of Fig. 4. 

Fig. 6 is a section taken along the line 6-6 of 
Fi . 4. 

i‘ig. '7 is a vertical section along'the line ‘l—-‘l 
of Fig. 4. . 

Fig. 8 is a section similar to Fig. 6 but illus 
trating the latch means within the limits of the 
casing or shell. 

Fig. 9 illustrates another form of the invention 
applied to a sliding receptacle or the like and 

Fig. 10 is an end view of Fig. 9 however with 
‘the latch means disassociated from the recess of 
a cooperative panel independent of the sliding 
receptacle. . 

In the form illustrated in Figs. 1 to 8 inclu 
sive, the'locking device, broadly denoted in, is 
constructed to be applied to a finger pull aper 
ture or opening as ll ,of a rotary impulse trans- ‘ 
mitting dial or ring I2 associated with the base 
[3 of an automatic telephone. When disposed 
in a ?nger pull opening, the locking device cuts 
down the full range of impulse selections of the 
dial and although incoming calls may be re 
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2 
ceived, the dial is rendered ineffective for prac 
tical purposes in calling a distant station. 
The locking device comprises essentially an 

outer jacket or casing l 4 in which the key receiv 
ing barrel or cylinder generally designated I5 is 
appropriately mounted. As shown, casing I4 is 
a hollow unitary member having an enlarged 
upper cylindrical portion it from which depends 
a relatively reduced annulus H, the upper por 
tion It and the annulus being so interconnected 
as to form ashoulder l8 on which an interme 
diately disposed overhanging part I9 of the bar 
rel or key receiving member I 5 is seated. 
According (to the invention the key receiving 

member constitutes a plug which under certain 
conditions may be partly rotated relative to the 
casing and to this end, the plug comprises an, 
upper overhanging part or ?ange 20, an inter‘ 
mediate cylindrical reduced part 2!, and a fur 
ther reduced cylindrical portion 22, the‘ ?ange 
20 being seated on the inside rabbeted portion 
or shoulder 23 of the casing, and the parts 2|, 
22 and 23 are portions of a unitary embodiment 
hereinbefore referred to as the plug or barrel. 
The barrel is provided with a vertically dis 

posed opening 24 for receiving the shank portion 
of a key as 24’ and is further provided with sev 
eral superposed pairs of alined channels 25 and 
26, each alined pair being adapted to receive a 
plate tumbler broadly denoted 21. 
As shown three pairs of alined channels have 

been provided to accommodate three plate tum 
blers but it is to be understood the invention is 
not limited to this number which may be de 
creased or increased depending upon the permu 
tation desired. ' 

Each tumbler 21 is in the form of a plate hav 
ing a central opening 28 and a terminal extension 
as 29 which by reason of the action of an asso 
ciated helicoidal spring 30' normally overhangs 
the plug and is urged into an adjacent vertically 
disposed slot or cut away portion 30 of the casing. 

In’ the showing according to Fig. 4, the ?rst and 
third tumblers have their left hand terminals 29 
normally disposed in the left hand slot 30 of the 
casing and'the middle tumbler has its terminal 
29 normally projecting in the right hand slot 30 
of the casing. If any of the tumblers has its 
terminal disposed in an adjacent slot as 30, the 
barrel is prevented from turning. The purpose 
of the key 24’ is to so position the tumblers as ' 
to permit the barrel within the casing to be 
turned. With a view to achieving this result 
the several tumblers are provided with central 
openings as 28 of different lengths although their 
overall lengths are the same, which tumblers, 
due to the action of the shank portion‘ of a 
suitable ?tted key as 24', causes the several su 
perposed but spaced tumblers to be moved within 
or substantially within the limits of the body of 
the plug, thus freeing the terminals 29 of the 
tumblers from respective slots 30 at the inner 
sides of the casing. 
Where the shank portion of- a key is disposed 

in the key receiving slot 24, the tumblers there 
fore do not prevent the turning of the plug upon 
the turning of the key. In cases where the shank 
portion of the key includes longitudinal grooves 
as 26', the sides of the key receiving slot 24 is 
provided with protuberances 3| which cooperate 
with the grooves of the shank to guide the latter 
when forced into the key receiving slot. If a 

‘ key having a shank with ?at faces be employed, 
the guide protuberance may be eliminated. 
The reduced cylindrical portion 22 of the plug 

2,061,688 
is provided with an annular channel or groove 
32 within which the inner portions of the opposed 
latch members 33 and 34 are pivotally mounted 
on respective pins as 35 appropriately fastened 
to the plug. The outer portions of the latch 
members are slightly ?ared and embody a curved 
face 36 disposed in arc preferably coincident with 
circumferential outside face of the lower portion 
of the plug. 

As. illustrated the skirt‘ .or annular portion I1 
is provided with opposed gaps or slots 31 which 
house respective ?ared portions of the pivoted 
latch members when the latter are in a non 
locking portion, as shown in Fig. 8. 

Accordingly the wall of the annulus is there 
fore formed‘ with nose portions or abutments, 
38, 39, 40 and 4|‘. These abutments facilitate to 
extend the latch members in a locking position 
to overhang the lower portion of the plug or 
conversely to fold or swing the latch members 
in a nonlocking position. 

If a key 24' be disposed within the key receiv 
ing slot of the plug the latter is freed and may 
be rotated by turning of the key. At this point 
assume that the latch members are ma non 
locking position and that the tumbler carrying 
means or plug should be turned in a counter 
clockwise direction to extend the latch members 
or wings 33 and 34 from their position illustrated 
in Fig. 8 to the locking position exempli?ed in 
Figs. 2 and 6. X - 

If therefore the key be turned the plug is also 
turned with respect to the casing although the 
latter is held against turning in a manner herein 
after disclosed. 

Rotation of the plug in a counter clockwise 
direction as indicated by the arrow (see Fig. 8) 
by the key, also carries the latch members 33 and 
34 in the same direction. Thus latch member 33 
will abut nose 38 and latch member 34 will abut 
nose 40. Further rotation of the plug will there 
fore cause the latch members to swing into their 
locking position shown in Fig. 6. 
When it is desired to close or fold the wings in 

nonlocking position, the key is rotated in a clock 
wise direction, which in turn also causes the plug 
to carry the latch member in a similar direction 
and hence the nose 4| facilitates to swing latch 
member 33 into its gap or opening 31 and nose 3!! 
in a similar fashion operates to close latch mem 
ber 34 and arrange the same in its associated gap. 

Since it is necessary to hold the casing station- I 
ary when the plug is rotated, the casing may be 

- provided with a. depending lug generally desig 
nated 42 which overhangs the circumferential 
face of the dial and which prevents effective 
rotation of the locking device about its vertical 
axis when the key is turned to rotate the plug. 

In the event, however, the locking device is 
secured to a wall 43 (see Fig. 9) of a sliding recep 
tacle, such as of the type in desks, tables, chiffo 
niers, deposit boxes or the like, the casing thereof 
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is disposed in a small cylindrical passageway 44 1' 
and therein held against rotation by an ap 
propriately counter sunk fastening member 45 
having its shank threaded into a side wall of the 
casing. " 

In the form according to Fig. 3, an emergency 
key 43, which is a duplication of the parent key 
24', is secured to the outside face of the casing 
and has its shank portion disposed in a channel 
44 in the depending lug 42, the sides of the chan 
nel preventing the shank 45 from being displaced 
in a lateral direction, while the arms 46 and 41 of 
the headed portion of the key are secured by nine 

65 
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48' or the like to the casing‘ to prevent the key 

' from being displaced vertically and this action is 
supplemented by shoulders ‘as 49 on which the 
stop lips 50 of the key are seated. , 
Although both arms of the headed portion of 

the key have been disclosed as secured to the cas 
_ ing, it is within the province of the invention to 

10 

‘appropriately fasten just one of these arms to 
the casing. The end portions of the arms in 
which the pins 48 are arranged are preferably _ 
attenuated or otherwise weakened in order that 
the emergency key may be quickly ripped from 

_ the supporting pins. This result is achieved by 
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‘ locking position. In a locking position latch ' 
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grasping the free terminal 5|, of shank“, swing 
ing the shank of the key towards the fastening 
pins .48, and bending the terminals of the arms 
back and forth until the key is free of the casing 

- or alternatively suddenly tearing away the por 
tion of the arms adjacent a fastening pin. In 
achieving-a similar purpose the headed portion 
of the emergency key of course may be secured to 
the casing with ‘a spot of solder orotherwise 
fastened thereto by a piece of soft wire or the 
like as is well understood. _ ' 

In Fig. 2, the locking device is mounted on the 
dial l2 and secured in one of its ?nger pull per 
forations to prevent the unauthorized use of the 
telephone. If the parent key 24' be at a point 
removed from the telephone and ‘there ‘comes a 
time when an emergency call should be put 
through, the duplicated key carried by the de-/ 
pending lug may be quickly torn off and used to 
disengage the locking device from the dial. 
The locking device illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10 

includes a plug member of the same construction 
hereinbefore disclosed in connection with Figs. ' 
1-8 inclusive. In Figs. 9'and 10, however, the 
tumbler carrying plug when actuated by its key 
moves but a single latch member 60 and its asso 
ciated casing embodies only a single slot or gap 6| 
to facilitate the opening or folding of the latch 
‘member when the plug is turned and further to ‘ 
receive the same when moved in a closed non 

member 60 extends into recess 63 and thus pre 
vents effective movement of the receptacle with ‘ 
respect to its adjacent panel 64. In a closed posi 
tion, latch member 60 is free of the panel 64, and 

> the receptacle may be moved relatively thereto by 
grasping knob or enlargement 65 carried by the 
plug, and sliding the receptacle forwardly of the 
panel. In some cases, recess 63 maybe dispensed 
with, and the receptacle may be locked by dis 
posing the single latch ‘member directly behind 
an adjacent rear 'face of the panel. _ ' 

According to the present disclosure the locking 
device has been speci?cally described and illus 
trated with a plug or barrel carrying spaced plate 

3 
' tumblers which are lined up in such fashion upon 
the insertion of a key within‘ the plug as to per 
mit rotation of the latter with respect to its ' 

' casing. In carrying this ‘function into effect the 
invention is notlimited to spaced plate tumbler 
locks and it is within the province ofthe inven 
tion to have a suitable key operate and free a 

I plug provided with pin tumblers or laminated 
plate tumblers or other equivalent ’ tumbler 
means. I ~ - - , I 

Since many changes can be made in the ‘above 
10 

methods of operation and many apparently " 
widely different embodiments of the invention 
couldbe devised without departing from the 
scope thereof, it is intended that, all matter con 
tained in the above description or shown in the 
accompanying drawing should be interpreted asv 
illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 

I claim: _ ‘ 

'1. In a locking device, the combination of, a 
casing having a portion including opposed open 
ings,_a barrel rotatably disposed within said cas.-' 
ing and having an annular groove, tumbler means 
to prevent rotation of said barrel relative to said 
casing, and opposed latch members each having 
an inner portion pivotally sustained in_ said 
groove, said ‘barrel adapted to receive a key for; 
operating said tumbler means to permit rotation 
thereof, an outer portion of eachof said latch 
members coacting with said casing during rota 
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tion of said barrel in one direction to project . 
through and beyond one of said'openings. 

2. Ina locking device, the combination of, a 
casing having a portion including opposed open 
ings, a barrel rotatably disposed within said cas 

vent rotation of said barrel relative to said casing, 
and latch members each having an inner portion. 
pivotally sustained in said groove, said barrel 
adapted to receive a key for operating said tum— 
bler means to permit rotation thereof, the outer 
portions of said latch members during rotation 
of said barrel in one direction projecting through 
and beyond said openings, said outer portions of 
said latch members during rotation of said barrel 
in a counter direction cooperating with said 
casingto be con?ned within said openings. 

3. In a locking device, the combination of,_ a 
casing having a portion including an opening, a. 
rotatable barrel within said opening,\ tumbler ' 
means to prevent rotation of said barrel’, the lat 
ter having a groove,’and a latch member pivoted 
in said groove and having an outer portion pro 
jecting into said opening, said barrel adapted to 
receive a key for operating said tumbler means 
to permit rotation of said barrel to swing said 
outer portion through vand beyond said opening. 

SAMUEL SEGAL. 
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'ingiand having a groove, tumbler means to pre- .‘ 
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